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The Attorney General Eric Cottier is not able to read
Letter of the Attorney General Eric Cottier of August 8, 2012
Dear Sir,
Since the publication of the books of the journalist Jacques Secretan (Une
condamnation bâtie sur du sable – L’affaire Ségalat, 2015, and L’affaire Légeret
– Un assassin imaginaire, 2016, both works published by the editor Mon Village)
one knows that Mister Cottier is a Master of the art to bundle circumstantial
evidences of charge. According to Secretan he should be registered in the
Guinness Book of Records for having managed to have two men sentenced
exclusively on the basis of his own imagination.
In turn, he has never been able to study files. His mentioned letter demonstrates
that this Attorney General is unable to read:
- He is pretending that I was making use of the word «conspiracy» for
describing the situation of the judiciary apparatus of Vaud. Enclosed with
this letter, I submit to you a copy of my book The unmasked
«Constitutional State» to which he refers to implicitly, which he received
by mail of February 26, 2016. The word «conspiracy» can’t be found there,

nor in any of my written documents enumerated by the Attorney General. I
have always stated consistently that 80 % of the blunders of the judiciary
apparatus to be caused by arrogance, respectively foolishness. I am exactly
on the line of the analysis performed by the famous French Prosecutor Eric
de Montgolfier who has described the situation of your apparatus (2nd
chapter of my next book, enclosed as an extract to this letter).
- Mr. Cottier insinuates that I was uncritically designating any magistrate to
belong to the Mafia. I have pointed out constantly that corruption is an
exception, but that it is indeed existing. I have submitted to the Attorney
General at various occasions handsome facts, as for instance in my mail of
March 21.03.16. You find it published on Internet. Search via Google: «Le
Super-Franco-Verda des Vaudois». Obviously, Mr. Cottier is not able to
read documents.
The problem is that the Federal Prosecutors’ Office is as well in a pretty bad
shape. The chairman of its surveying authority, the socialist federal «judge»
Niklaus Oberholzer (originating from St. Gallen) – a useful idiot of the system
according the appreciations in my mentioned book – has just appointed the
socialist Attorney General of St. Gallen, Thomas Hansjakob as an extraordinary
Attorney General for investigating about the situation within the Federal
Prosecutors’ Office (24 Heures of August 10, 2016). The Swiss citizens were
gratified by this problematic Prosecutor, extremely dangerous for democracy, to
bug nowadays with ‘Trojans’ in our computers. For sure, Hansjakob will never
unveil the corruption cases covered up by the dark chamber of the nation, nor
denounce their illegal practice of the double filing etc., since he is member of the
corporation.
You are as well in the mould, otherwise, you were not elected to your position. It
is therefore likely that you want neither to read this letter or the mentioned
documents.
It is up to you.
Gerhard Ulrich
Enclosures:
The Unmasked «Constitutional State», Gerhard Ulrich, 2016, Editions Samizdat
Copy of the 2nd chapter of my next book - extract

Extract from my next book

II.

Eric de Mongolfier, Prosecutor of the French Republic
came to investigate in the canton of Vaud

The Prosecutor of the French Republic, Eric de Mongolfier became famous for
his struggle against the Mafia networks of Freemasonry within the French judicial
system and those of the French top politicians. His line of conduct: keep distance.
Report quoted by Norbert-Daniel Guillod:
In spring 2013 this well-known Lawyer has been invited by the Association of the
Vaudois Lawyers (OAV) as a guest. In the evening, at the public conference held
in the former cinema Atlantic Bellefontaine in Lausanne Mr. de Montfolfier was
placed on the scene in front where the former scene that he left side Mr. de
Montgolfier, visible to all spectators, and to the right side, the Attorney General
of Vaud, Eric Cottier was presented.
Eric Cottier was expressing the gratefulness to the famous guest, to have travelled
to Lausanne, etc....etc....
Afterwards, Mr. de Montgolfier, Prosecutor of the French Republic was thanking
for the invitation of the Association of the Vaudois Lawyers. He said «to have
been impressed by this beautiful trip on the lovely lake on this marvellous boat».
However, he felt free to comment: «THE LAWYERS, THE POLICE, THE
PROSECUTORS, THE PRESIDENTS – THE WHOLS JUDICIARY SYSTEM
IN THE SAME BOAT! IN France, THAT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE.»
Thank you Mr. de Montgolfier to have investigated about the situation of the
Police and Justice of Vaud. Indeed, all men and women of the Prosecutors’ Office,
of the top cops, of the auxiliary lawyers and court presidents are sitting in this
canton in the same boat, since Eric Cottier, this Zampano of the judicial arena is
managing the whole lot jointly with the commanding glove puppet Jean-François
Meylan, calling himself President of the cantonal court. They are behaving as the
owners of a Vaudois Carntotzet.
Cronyism from one generation to another.
August 12, 2016
Gerhard Ulrich, Swiss Dissident

